PROJECT DETAILS:
Outline of pilot project
Introduction
The development of Gabagaba village wireless mesh project will make a big impact by
transforming the community in adapting to using modern technology concepts as we now
live in a modern era. This will also break the barrier in digital divide for rural communities using
ICT and a first of it’s kind to be implemented in a rural village within PNG as a pilot project.
A wireless mesh network consists of a number of routers each equipped with 802.11b/g/n/ac
that form a robust, adaptive mesh allowing outdoor (AP) access points to relay data to any
other possibly via multiple routing hops. APs are typically placed on rooftops and use a
suitable high gain antenna to provide long distance routes (hundreds of meters or more)
between access points. Attached to each access point is a Ethernet port as a bridge to a
local area network which could be a wired Ethernet LAN or a separate 802.11 access point.
Users connect to the network using an 802.11 enabled desktop, laptop PC or smart phone
which associates with the nearest access point. The mesh backhaul APs’ provide a wireless
distribution network between the separate LANs.
The primary benefit of a wireless mesh solution is it’s low cost compared to wired networks. A
wireless mesh network is also more flexible in terms of deployment planning since it is easy to
extend the capacity and coverage of the network by adding more access points and very
little cabling is required. These mesh networks can be deployed in most rural areas where
network cables cannot be used across rivers and mountains.
The first phase will require at most 1 router node and 6 access points with 4 extenders to
provide connectivity to approximately 3,000 users. This smaller scale network will give us
experience with the router hardware and software and assist in designing Phase II which will
expand the network to the primary school with another 1 router and 3 access point nodes. In
addition to the benefits, the Intranet will serve as an example for other nearby schools in Rigo
district looking to rapidly and inexpensively deploy a mesh network. Moreover, this project will
give us a unique opportunity to study the needs and usage patterns of a sizeable community
of users relying solely on the mesh network for intranet connectivity. We expect many
interesting technology lessons to emerge from this project related to traffic load, robustness
of mesh routing and the design of networks for harsh and unstable environments in rural
communities.
Wireless Network Design
Figure 1 shows the overall design of the proposed wireless mesh network. The network
consists of a set of mesh nodes that form a backbone network via 802.11g//n/ac combined
with multi hop routing wireless access points to provide connectivity to end users on each
building rooftops and network switches to connect the interior desktop computers via
network cables. We envision a single access point on the roof of each of the main buildings
in (Phase I) and the rest at the school buildings in (Phase II). Users will access the network
using their digital devices. Wireless antenna extenders are to virtually connect far distance
buildings. There are no network connections from [Phase I] Base station to [Phase II] Base
station as these are completely separate networks. The only links you see in the diagram on
Base station 2 and Base station 1 are links via the wireless routers through these separate
networks to connect to the Digicel tower for Internet access.

Overall Mesh Network Diagram:

Figure 1: Overview of Gabagaba Village Wireless Mesh Network Diagram
Wireless Mesh Network
In a mesh network, the AP uses its own radio to provide a wireless backhaul to other APs on
the network, eventually reaching an AP with a wired Ethernet connection to the wired
backhaul infrastructure and the network. In this sense, a mesh network is a network of
repeaters, though mesh is designed to operate automatically and more intelligent on a large
scale. A mesh network creates a set of “dynamic WDS Bridge” links, using routine algorithms
to automatically calculate the most optimal wireless path through the network back to a
wired root or base node. This makes mesh networks relatively robust to the failure of an
individual AP in a process referred to as “self healing “the routine algorithm will automatically
calculate the next best path through the network if an AP in the path goes offline. Since the
routing functions are done automatically within the mesh software, mesh networks are
actually fairly straightforward to setup and therefore scalable to cover large geographical
areas.

Senario of Wireless Mesh Network Infrastructure

Figure 2: A mesh network scenario
Our goal is to keep cost to a minimum, so we must carefully weigh the cost and performance
of the various solutions on the market. As described earlier, this design leads to a
decentralized network architecture in which the failure of an individual router will only lead to
loss of connectivity and reduced capacity, not the failure of the entire network. If each
access point has multiple links to other access points, network partitions can often be
avoided when failures occur. Likewise, localized packet loss due to interference or heavy
load can be mitigated by dynamic route selection. For example, multiple flows traversing the
network can be load balanced across separate paths. Finally, the mesh architecture makes
it possible to expand the capacity and coverage of the network simply by adding additional
APs. Little configuration is required since a router joining the network will automatically probe
for new routes.
802.11 Access Points
The second tier of our proposed network is a series of 802.11b/g/n access points connected
to each of the mesh routers via an Ethernet switch. The access points provide network
connectivity to the end users which may be using smart phones, laptops, desktop PCs
equipped with wireless interface cards. Wireless access points targeted for home use are
inexpensive but are not intended to scale to more than a few users while commercial

access points with higher capacity are often used in office settings. We expect these latter
type will be required to support the user population in Gabagaba village.
Owing to the small size of the buildings, we estimate that 2-4 access points per mesh router
will be required to provide connectivity to at least the main and other common areas. This
approach also limits the cost of the wired Ethernet LAN connecting access points to the
mesh routers. The network can be readily extended by adding more access points with
increased cost and complexity.
We plan to configure the backbone network to operate on a different 802.11 channel than
the WAPs to minimize interference and maximize capacity.
Latest Wireless Technology
We will develop and implement the latest wireless mesh technology based on design,
topology and protocols plus deployment using latest mesh networking devices such as
wireless routers, access points, switches, cables, laptops and desktop server computers. We
will also develop and implement the local intranet for hosting of local website, database and
email server using the latest server applications and other required software applications for
better system performance, control and monitoring..
Challenges
Implementing a wireless mesh network at Gabagaba carries with it some unique challenges
that stress the capabilities of current mesh network strategies. A major goal of this project is
to understand and overcome the challenges of implementing a mesh network in a harsh
and dynamic environment. Several of the challenges we will need to address in this project
include:




The layout consists mostly of low buildings although there is clear line-of-site between the
rooftops of the buildings. This is in contrast to rooftop mesh networks primarily placed on
taller buildings.
Temperatures reaching up to 120 F during the hot season. This has implications for
the mesh routing node hardware and packaging.
A large number of trees within the environment which raises challenges for interference
and channel sharing. We expect some degree of congestion in the 2. 4 GHz frequency.

Proposed System Design
We intend to develop the Gabagaba wireless mesh network in two phases: Phase I will cover
five (6) rooftop buildings in the village area while Phase II will cover (3) rooftop buildings for
the village Primary school, Baptist school and the Foundation school.
We describe the system design in detail below.
Overview
1. Village area - house rooftop1
2. Village area - house rooftop2
3. Village area - house rooftop3
4. Village area - house rooftop4
5. Village area - house rooftop5
6. Village area - house rooftop6
7. Primary school area – building rooftop1
8. Baptist school area – building rooftop2
9. Foundation school area – building rooftop3

Phase I: Village House Rooftop Buildings
Phase I of our deployment involves a small-scale mesh network of 1 router and 6 access
points covering all major zone areas within the village therefore from the west, north, south
and east. The goal of this first phase is to demonstrate the use of the mesh network in a
relatively confined area as well as to work out the technical details required for the fullscale deployment in Phase II.
Figure 3 shows a Google Earth satellite image of Gabagaba village with mappings of
buildings that will be wirelessly linked with backhaul wireless mesh APs’ access points uplinked
to the base station at Gabaspot.

Figure 3: Overview of the Village Wireless Mesh Network
We estimate each building will require one access point as backhaul on rooftops with dual
band Omni antennas running on 2.4 and 5.8 GHz to provide adequate coverage in a radius
of 180 meters. Ethernet LAN port on APs’ will be connected to switches inside the buildings to
provide access to wired desktops and printers.
A wireless router will be setup at the village base station as (gateway) default DHCP server.
Each building sites will be given respective SSID or site names to distinguish network zone sites.
An entry level web-server computer will be setup and deployed at village base station as
host to provide local intranet services such as emails, websites and database.
Additional APs’ will be deployed to extend coverage to other black spots where there is a
demand.
All security measures will be put in place like virus applications and firewalls to safeguard the
network from illegal access, unwanted third party applications and user authentication.

Table descriptions of devices to be deployed for phase 1 and phase 2:

Stage

Building Site Names

Phase
1

Phase
2

Total
Count

#mesh router
nodes

# access
points

# network
extenders

# network
switch

# server
computer

GabaSPOT Base 1

1

1

2

1

1

GabaSPOT House 2

0

1

0

GabaSPOT House 3

0

1

0

GabaSPOT House 4

0

1

0

GabaSPOT House 5

0

1

0

GabaSPOT House 5

0

1

School Base Station1

1

1

School Building 2

0

School Building 3
9

2

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

2

9

2

2

4

Phase II: School Wireless Network
The second phase of the project will be the setup of the school wireless mesh network and
local Intranet. This will require one access point as base at the admin office building and
another 2 backhaul access points on two other school buildings to extend mesh coverage
within the entire school parameters.
One wireless router will be setup as (gateway) default DHCP server and one network switch
to connect hardwired desktop computers and a printer inside at the school administrative
office building. One computer will be setup as web server to host the local intranet services
for email, website and database.
Duration: 5 months
Phase 1 will take 3 months to complete for the village mesh network.
Phase 2 will take 2 months to complete for the village school mesh network.
Both phases will require the purchase of equipments to support the 9 buildings in the
village.
Budget
The project budget components for Phase I and Phase II are put together as shown on table
below.

Budget costing:

Description

Price

Qty

Total

Totolink 300RH Wireless Router 11dbi

K108

2

K216

Ubiquiti Unifi Network Switch 8 – 150watts

K650

2

K1,300

Ubiquiti UAP AC Mesh Node

K300

9

K2.700

Ubiquiti UAP AC Mesh PRO

K540

2

K1,080

Ubiquiti Outdoor tough cables 305m

K450

1

K450

Ubiquiti Cloud Key Controller

K255

2

K510

Ubiquiti ETH-SP Ethernet Surge Protector

K53

9

K477

Directional Dual-Band Antenna for UAP-AC-M
Model UMA-D

K323

4

K1,292

Extra link LAN Patch cord Cat.6 FTP 3M 1GBIT

K11

4

K44

Network Server Computer

K5,000

2

K10,000

UPS 650 Watts

K250

9

K2,250

Outdoor Iron Mast 10 meters

K600

3

K1,800

Website Development plus database

K30,000

1

K30,000

Training of users and administrators

K6,000

1

K6,000

Network Engineer to do site installations

K2,000

1

K2,000

Technical Support Personnel

K1.000

2

K2,000

Transport hire to deliver equipments

K550

2

K1,100

TNT Airfreight Charges

K800

1

K800

Labor charges for all device configurations + site
survey

K3,000

1

K3,000

Service Maintenance Contract (1 Year)

K50,000

1

33,000

SUB-TOTAL

K99,039

10% VAT

K9,903.9

TOTAL COST

K108,942.90

Deployment of Wireless Mesh Network Devices
Wireless Routers
2 x wireless routers will be configured as default DHCP servers for automated assignment
of network IP addresses to all digital devices connecting to the mesh network including
firewall for security reasons. One will be setup at the village base station and the other at
the school base station.
Outdoor Access Points with wireless Range Extenders
9 x outdoor mesh access points with Omni antennas will be configured and erected on 9
buildings to broadcast and extend wireless network coverage within a radius of 300
meters in diameter at the village and school boundaries. Four other outdoor directional
extended antennas will be use as long range links (LOS) line of sight to connect distance
buildings from the village base station building rooftop to other building rooftops. These
links will require 4 high mast or iron post at about 10 meters.
Web-Server Computers
2 x desktop server computers will be installed and configured with Windows 10
Professional operating system and XAMPP web-server software applications to host the
local office Intranet (websites) and MySQL for web database storages. Anti-virus software
will also be installed to safeguard the server from virus infections. Mercury email server will
be activated under XAMPP to enabling users to send and receive emails locally using
their desktop computers, laptops and Wi-Fi smart mobile phones as well.
User accounts will be created with respective user password for authentication. Client
email applications such as MS outlook will be configures for laptops and computers.
Mobile wireless devices will be configured with mobile email applications to authenticate
to the email server. This is a local email server hosted locally and will and not to be used
as a Global Internet email server.
Network Control Rooms
There will be 2 network control rooms, one will be at the village base station office and
another at the school base station to be setup and configured with all essential network
components such as network cables, modems, routers, switches, POE injectors, firewalls,
power cable adaptors, UPS, backup NAS and initial two (2) computers as central local
Intranet web servers. These control rooms will be known as base stations for control and
monitoring of the wireless mesh networks as shown on Figure 4.

Figure 4: Scenario of Network Control Room + Outdoor (APs’) Access Points
broadcasting radio wave as coverage received by digital wireless devices.
Appropriateness of the project
The community can establish and maintain a wireless mesh network and have access to a
range of modern information and communication services. These services include telephony
(Voice over Internet Protocol), instant messaging, electronic mail, web access, multimedia
services and service delivery (e.g. telehealth and e-learning).
We now live in a modern era and implementation of this wireless mess network infrastructure
project will transform and play a major role in impacting and boosting the livelihood of the
Gabagaba community by sharing resources wirelessly and to express themselves via this
medium in such a way that was never experienced in a rural village environment before
using ICT.
The network will be established to associate and link stakeholders in the community in various
sectors such as the councilor, village court, police, aid post, church, school, youths,
disabilities, sports plus the community as a whole to share resources as shown in Figure 3.
Almost 80% of the people living in the village have digital devices like mobile smart phones,
pads, tablets, laptops, desktop computers and these can be fully utilized via the village mesh
network. The network will also be best utilized to share resources such as printers, overhead
projectors, files, folders, video Phones, multi-media and locally developed websites via
wireless routers, switches, outdoor access points, modems and network web-servers.
"For the first time, we can provide a number of sectors the critical ability to easily set up
portable mesh networks for local Intranet and bridge with a distant existing network and gain
access to the cloud or Internet"

Diagram of WLAN Office up-linking various sectors within the community

Figure 5: Village sectors to link via the mesh network to communicate and share activities.
Intranet
A intranet or a local website will be centralized at the base station for access locally by all
village stakeholders and enable them to post articles according to various categories or
activities, view all member profiles, compose messages and send to each others with
attachments, search for any posted articles or activities, participate in village forums by
posting any topics or issues concerning the village, upload and share files, documents and
folders with passwords plus other features like posting videos, photos, audio and community
notice boards..
Create local web sites for the farming communities which will provide information about
farming practices, weather patterns, fishing practices and advice about which crops to
plant or animals to farm and at the same time promote or encourage these web sites locally.
This will include information on local news, special events or activities, awareness,
advertisement plus any education information.

Database
A village database will be developed to convert manual village record books kept by the
councilor to digital format including vital raw data from other sectors. These data will be
updated daily and will serve as a source of information when required by outside sources
and relevant Government organizations’ for statistical purposes.

Email System
A local email system will be setup to enable members to have email accounts created to
send and receive emails with attachments locally via the village wireless mess network.

Wireless LAN Messenger
All mobile digital devices including laptops and desktop computers will be installed with
instant messenger applications so users can freely chat, upload photo and share files
instantly via the mesh network.

Other Network services include:
Wireless Network Training
Network training will be conducted for network administrators and users to familiarize
themselves in the use of the wireless network features and Intranet.

Setup of Walk in Internet café & Support office
This will provide access to school leavers, unemployed youths plus others to do research via
the Internet. Typing, printing, scanning, photocopying and binding services will also be
provided including technical support on software and hardware repair on any digital
devices like mobile phones, laptops and computers in the village as there is a high demand.
The community will be happier as these services are just within footsteps saving travel cost to
town and back.

Internet Hotspot via VSAT Dish
The Wi-Fi Hotspot will provide opportunities to allow the community for communication and
entertainment through the medium of the Internet as this is the answer to an increasing
demand. The public wants (1) access to methods of communication and volumes of
information on any subject matter now available on the Internet and (2) at a cost they can
afford and in such a way that they aren’t socially, economically or politically isolated.
We are so privilege to partner with a VSAT satellite ISP provider EMSTRET WIFI offering global
connectivity at cheaper and affordable data plan rates.

Figure 6: Google mapping showing EMSTRET VSAT location our project partner.
One of the major objectives of this project is to setup a small foundation to allocate certain
percentage of earnings quarterly to particular stakeholders like the disabilities, hospital and
youth community projects. The revenue for the foundation for allocations will be generated
from the Wi-Fi Hotspot billings. This will also help eliminate stakeholders and individuals from
seeking assistance and to stop the mentality of free handouts from the Government coffers
as the country is now facing economic crisis.

Number of persons benefiting from the project
The wireless mesh project will have a huge impact in the community as evident when a trial
run was demonstrated using a laptop as webserver, a home wireless router and a outdoor
access point as repeater to extend coverage.
There is an increasing demand by the village working class, retired public servants, retires
private employees, school students, teachers, disabilities and the young generation of
regular mobile users in the village.
Participants will be identified and engaged directly or indirectly as volunteers to support the
project as we have retired qualified IT professionals plus those currently employed but at the
same time train school leavers and unemployed youths.
About 6oo students will have access to offline line electronic libraries containing only school
educational information in web format.
An anticipated population of 3,000 in all cross sections from children to adults will have
access to local developed social websites plus other downloaded sites from Internet relevant
to their needs.

Project benefit
Creating a vibrant and knowledgeable community through (ICT) information
communication technology and putting into real practice the full features of persona digital
devices at home. Empower and create economic opportunities in generating income to
support and sustain small scale community projects. This project will be used as a pilot project
and when completed will be handed over to DDA and Central Provincial Government. This is
to ensure there is budget for its upkeep and maintenance.

Milestone (significant phases of the project)

Expected output
Intranet is a cheaper way of communication within organizations and groups of people with
potential online information via the internet relayed to the people via Gabaspot. It will be
very affordable as opposed to internet. This service can be adopted for rollout to all villages
and schools in the provinces and districts nationwide. A minimal monthly fee will be charged
to meet the cost of maintenance where budget falls from government come. This is fall back
security and the service sustained in the long run. User pay services are more for continued
long sustainability and maintenance.

Reporting Procedure
We will ensure technical faults are promptly attended to and reported to DDA and Provincial
Government. The project is collaborative effort between government, DDA and us in line
with Government Public Private Partnership Policy which will fund and support for its
sustainability in the long run.

Linkage to existing Government development policies
How will the project contribute to development of Papua New Guinea?
Referring to:
The Medium-Term Development Plan III (2018-2022) on ICT (Section 3.2)
1. By providing an effective and affordable ICT infrastructure in a rural setting using
appropriate technology to suit individuals in achieving level of developments as
expected in the Medium Term Development
2. NICTA Strategic Planning Report (2018-2022 (Could not find in NICTA website so no
comments)
3. National Broadband Plan 2014 (Could not find in NICTA website so no comments)
Found policy on National ICT - APRIL 2008 Department of Communications & Information
Technology
Refer to Act 2008 ICT Policy:
Access to telecommunications services on (Strategies- community service obligations and
competition) stating Telecentres are a useful delivery mechanism for ICT services to rural and ·
regional areas. A Telecentre is more than an Internet cafe. It is a place for voice, fax, email,
web and any other service that can be delivered by a telecommunications link. On the
contrary, they should be entrepreneurially run with a view to making profits from providing eaccess to a community.
The above policy paragraph clearly explains the link to this project and is self explanatory
with all details as outlined in the proposal and is in-line with the Government’s ICT policy.

Financial support
This is a village community project and will be supported fully by Rigo MP with funding under
DSIP with support of Provincial Government. The project will be promoted within the district
through an awareness to be carried out so that provincial government is aware to allow their
support from day one.

Sustainability of project
When project ends, sustainability will be through the following services incorporated in the project:
a) Collection of monthly subscription charged fees for using the local wireless mesh
network.
b) Wi-Fi Hotspot via VSAT billing system
c) Walk in Internet Café cash sales
d) Technical support services
e) Typing and printing services
f) Community fundraising activities plus others
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Annex 1

Project Details
Please describe outline of the pilot project
Objectives







Trigger and enable foundations and organizations setting up, maintaining
and spreading communications infrastructures (Local intranets and shared
internet connections), especially in rural areas where commercial or public
initiatives see no clear benefit of or are unable to setup such structures.
To create public consciousness about freedom of information and
communication.
Improve the existing local social networks by enhancing social and
technical communication structures.
Spread knowledge of how to set-up a successful community project through
sharing the elements/methodology of running a non-hierarchical
community network.

Purpose of Project

To provide ICT (Information Communication Technology) services using wireless
mesh network technology and intranets by developing systems that can be
functional in rural communities or villages and to break barriers in digital divide.

Outline of pilot project

Project description including equipment, networks / systems/ design and schematics

(Refer
to
attached
project details)

needed for the Project.

Appropriateness of the
Project

The extent to which the Project can support and improve the lives of persons in the
project areas evidenced by

(Refer
to
attached
project details)

(You may attach another sheet if necessary.)

•
•
•
•

Number of Persons
benefiting from the
project
(Refer
to
attached
project details)

Needs analysis (what is the problem, development opportunity, priorities
that project seeks to address)
Project details
Applicability to community needs
Project location (attach maps where appropriate)

How many persons would directly and indirectly be benefitting from the project
evidenced by
•
•
•
•

Proposed number of participants
Project impact on the community
Provide an idea of the cross section of persons in the community to
benefit from
the project (e.g. elderly, children, public servants, students, farmers,
fisherman)

Project Benefits

(Refer to attached project details)

Partner
organizations/institutions
(if any)

Gabaspot is proud to be in working partnership with EMSTRET WI-FI, an
authorized Satellite broadband (ISP) Internet service provider who provides VSAT
satellite infrastructure deployments and hotspot services for rural communities in
the country.

Milestone(significant
phases of the project)

(Refer to attached project details)

Expected output

(Refer to attached project details)

Project Risks

What are the risks to the Project? How will they be overcome or managed? (See
management table)

Annex 1
Risk -List all
possible risks
you can think
of

Lack of
political or
administrative
support

Consequence

Probability

4 – Extreme

4 – Almost certain

3 – High

3 – Likely

2 – Medium

2 – Positive

1 -Low

1 - Unlikely

1

1

Risk
Management/Mitigation
plan

n.a
Land not
secured

1

1

n/a

Security

1

1

n/a

1

1

n/a

1

1

n/a

Project
Equipment
Personalized
Lack of
community
support
Maintenance
& recurrent

3

2

Secured funding from
donors or Government

costs

Reporting Procedure

Provide outline of reporting (Refer to attached project details)

Linkage to existing
Government
development policies

How will the project contribute to development of Papua New Guinea?

(Refer
to
attached
project details)

Please explain the linkage of the project to;
1. The Medium-Term Development Plan III (2018-2022) on ICT (Section 3.2),
2. NICTA Strategic Planning Report (2018-2022), and
3. National Broadband Plan 2014,
The documents are available on NICTA’s Website

Financial Support
(Refer
to
attached
project details)

Sustainability of Project
(Refer
to
attached
project details)

Financial support from the organization/community/provincial governments/or any other
source (if any):
How will the project be supported by your organization/community/provincial
government/administration?

How to ensure the sustainability of operation of the systems after this project ends? And
how the results of this project may be used for enhancing development of your
province/community/area?

Annex 1
Please describe project implementation plan (schedule) in detail. (Date, period, place, mission, etc.)
Duration
&
month:

Activity undertaken:

Location:

1 month

Ordering & purchasing of
network equipments`

POM
Oversea

Transportation
equipments to the site l

From Pom to

Jan
2 days
Feb

2 weeks
Feb

1 week
Feb.

1 week
Feb.

3 weeks
Mar.

of

Gabaspot

&

Materials to be available:

Person
tasks:

All
essential
network
equipments both hardware
and software

Datec PTY Ltd

Server
Hardware
and
Software,
Peripherals,
Switches, Wireless access
points,
Routers,
RJ45
cables, Patch Panels, Wireless
cards + applications

Private transport hire

Mar.

Mar.
2 weeks
April

1 week
Apr.

the

XAMPP Web-Server, MYSQL
Database,
MacAfee
Enterprise Version Anti-Virus
System, Mercury Server for
Emails, Backup Software and
Hardware.

IT
Consultant/Network
Engineer

Developed
and
running
Server with active user
accounts, working Home
directories, shared directories,
active LAN ports with security
policies imposed and firewall.
All digital devices like mobile
& laptops

IT
Consultant/Network
Engineer

Installation of Windows O/S
Local Web-server Software
Local Email Server Software
a Configuration of windows
&
network
service
components.

Gabaspot

Testing and Integration of
Server and Wireless Local
Area Network, Configuring
Client
Computers,
Wi-Fi
devices and Setting up IP
Protocols on them to log into
the Server

Gabaspot

Building and Mounting of
Devices.

Gabaspot

Server, Switches, Routers,
Outdoor
wireless
access
points. Ethernet cables, POE,
Poles

IT Technician / Network
Engineers from partners
EMSTRET Wi-Fi

Development
of
local
websites and village local
database applications

1 month

Wordpress CMS application

Gabaspot

With plug-in and themes

IT
Consultant/Network
Engineer

Database
tools
1 week

handling

Training
of
administrators

users

and

Gabaspot

applications

+

Run training on all features of
the wireless network and
intranet

Gabaspot Wi-Fi with
EMSTRET Wi-Fi as working
partners

Gabaspot Wi-Fi with
EMSTRET Wi-Fi as working
partners

Gabaspot
Wi-Fi
Developer outsource

+

IT
Consultant/Network
Engineer
Gabaspot
Wi-Fi
outsource IT trainers

+

Open to community for public use
Installation of Windows O/S
Local Web-server Software
Local Email Server Software
a Configuration of windows
&
network
service
components.

School

Testing and Integration of
Server and Wireless Local
Area Network, Configuring
Client
Computers,
Wi-Fi
devices and Setting up IP

School

XAMPP Web-Server, MYSQL
Database,
MacAfee
Enterprise Version Anti-Virus
System, Mercury Server for
Emails, Backup Software and
Hardware.

IT
Consultant/Network
Engineer

Developed
and
running
Server with active user
accounts, working Home
directories, shared directories,
active LAN ports with security

IT
Consultant/Network
Engineer

Gabaspot Wi-Fi with
EMSTRET Wi-Fi as working
partners

Gabaspot Wi-Fi with
EMSTRET Wi-Fi as working

Annex 1
Protocols on them to log into
the Server

1 week
Apr.

3 weeks
May.

policies imposed and firewall.
All digital devices like mobile
& laptops

partners

Building and Mounting of
Devices.

School

Server, Switches, Routers,
Outdoor
wireless
access
points. Ethernet cables, POE,
Poles

IT Technician / Network
Engineers from partners
EMSTRET Wi-Fi

Development
of
local
websites and village local
database applications

School

Wordpress CMS application

IT Consultant/Engineer

With plug-in and themes

Gabaspot
Wi-Fi
Developer outsource

Database
tools
1 week
May.
May

Training
of
administrators

users

and

school

applications

+

Run training on all features of
the wireless network and
intranet

Open to community school use

+

IT Consultant/Engineer
Gabaspot
Wi-Fi
+
outsource IT trainers
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Types of Projects That May Be Proposed
Program 01: Mobile Broadband Expansion and Upgrade
Under this program, the type of project that can be proposed are;




Extension of broadband mobile services to unserved and underserved areas
Upgrade of 2G network (voice + data) to 3G/4G network and
Increase network backhaul capacity to cater for the increase traffic due to expansions and upgrades

Program 02: Community and Institutional Broadband Networks
The type of project that can be proposed are;
1)




Broadband Network Access and Service
Expansion of national backbone network infrastructure:
Establishment of local broadband access network connections
Provision of public broadband communication services

2) Institutional Connectivity – Education, Health Facilities, Local Government Offices, Agriculture Centers
3) Community Information and Communications Technology Centers (CICs)



CIC construction, equipment, installation:
CIC operation and management:

Program 03: ICT for Future Growth
Type of projects that can be proposed are;
1) ICT Applications and Content
 Original and translated web sites and other materials presented in local, indigenous languages, highlighting
information of greatest interest to populations who speak these languages.
 Information content made specifically for and by local community users, sharing local knowledge, history,
and culture, as well as business and government information, ideally developed by local users themselves.
 Projects focused on graphic interface, audio-video, and other non-written content aimed at engaging and
assisting non-literate users; similar applications and content for disabled or uneducated users.
 Entrepreneurial ventures focusing on creating innovative applications for mobile and smart phones, tablets,
and other new devices.
2)







Digital Literacy
Training classes and workshops
Public relations and awareness building programs
Entrepreneurial assistance and incubation initiatives
ICT applications and content development programs
Community-based technical support resources
Public administration training and application development

Program 04: Expansion and Upgrade of Broadcasting Network Coverage
Type of projects that can be proposed are;




Expansion of free to view Digital Broadcasting (TV) Services to unserved areas
Upgrade from analogue free to air broadcasting services to free to view Digital broadcasting services (TV)
Expansion of free to air Radio broadcasting services to the unserved areas

Annex 3

Indicative Project Areas
Program 01: Mobile Broadband Expansion and Upgrade.


Indicative project areas for 4G greenfield and Upgrade from 2G are prioritized from the maximum unserved
population to minimum unserved served



For Greenfield



Region

Province

Momase
Momase
Southern
Momase
Highlands
Highlands
Momase
Highlands
Southern
Southern
Highlands
Southern
Islands
Islands
Islands
Highlands
Southern
Highlands
Highlands
Islands
Islands
Southern

Morobe
East Sepik
Milne Bay
Madang
Eastern Highlands
Southern Highlands
West Sepik
Enga
Western
Central
Hela
Gulf
East New Britain
West New Britain
Bougainville
Chimbu
Oro
Western Highlands
Jiwaka
New Ireland
Manus
National Capital District

Uncovered
Population
141,349
118,238
94,946
90,542
89,936
85,300
83,487
79,803
72,464
58,412
55,413
54,846
52,257
51,129
48,644
44,576
36,802
35,232
33,615
29,314
10,797
878

% Uncovered
Population
20.95%
26.24%
34.34%
18.33%
15.51%
16.72%
33.61%
18.47%
35.99%
21.65%
22.21%
34.67%
15.91%
19.35%
19.51%
11.84%
19.75%
9.71%
9.77%
15.11%
17.85%
0.24%

For Upgrade
Region

Province

Highlands
Momase
Momase
Momase
Highlands
Highlands
Southern
Islands
Momase
Islands
Southern
Highlands
Southern
Southern
Highlands
Islands
Southern
Islands
Highlands

Eastern Highlands
Morobe
Madang
East Sepik
Chimbu
Enga
Milne Bay
Bougainville
West Sepik
New Ireland
Central
Southern Highlands
Western
Oro
Hela
West New Britain
Gulf
East New Britain
Jiwaka

3G Upgrade Uncovered
Population
291,003
240,062
223,138
148,575
139,066
122,332
113,122
112,430
91,195
85,574
78,045
76,121
72,357
71,628
70,872
58,639
56,184
54,012
49,730

% 3G Upgrade
Uncovered
Population
50.19%
35.57%
45.18%
32.98%
36.94%
28.31%
40.91%
45.09%
36.71%
44.10%
28.93%
14.92%
35.94%
38.45%
28.41%
22.19%
35.52%
16.45%
14.46%

Annex 3
Islands
Highlands
Southern

Manus
Western Highlands
NCD

27,966
14,066
0

46.24%
3.88%
0.00%

Program 02: Community and Institutional Broadband Networks


The target project areas are learning institutions, local government institutions, local healthcare facilities
and community base set ups who are ICT ready such as;
 Universities
 Colleges
 Technical and Vocational Schools
 National High Schools
 Primary and Secondary Schools
 Private/public setups
 Villages/communities

ICT readiness refers to the basic infrastructure that the institution must have such as reliable power, ICT teachers,
funding to help sustain, rooms for computers among others.
Program 03: ICT for Future Growth


Target project areas include;
 Universities with content creation programs/projects
 Technical Collegeswith content creation programs/projects
 Local entrepreneurs with content creation programs/projects

Program 04: Expansion and Upgrade of Broadcasting Network Coverage


The target project areas include;
 Unserved free to view (Digital Television) services areas in PNG;
 Unserved free air Radio Broadcasting Services in PNG

